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A  total of $548.85 was made by the 
Campus Chest Drive this year. This 
money will benefit the New Hampshire 
Association for the Blind, the Daniel 
Webster Home for Children, and the 
Crotched Mountain Foundation.
Lambda Chi led fraternities and all 
housing units by contributing $76.55. 
Following were Alpha Tau Omega, 
$47.00; Tau Kappa Epislon, $25.00; 
Acacia, $20.90; and Theta Chi, $12.40. 
Heading the sororities was Theta Up- 
silon with a contribution of $37.82, Phi 
Mu, $26.72 and Chi Omega, $24.81 
came next.
McLaughlin contributed $47.04; 
South, $32.67; Scott, $31.43; and Saw­
yer $27.23. East and Hunter led the 
„men’s dorms with $13.05 and $12.50. 
No formal competition was held among 
housing units.
Campus Chest has initiated a rota­
tion system in determining benefici­
aries. This year state agencies will 
receive the profits. In succeeding years 
the money will go to national educa­
tional, and international organizations.
The Campus Chest Committee in­
cluded Chairman Nancy Pickett, Dick 
Jacobs, Mary Elizabeth Moore, Charles 
Crowther, Mary Lou Parkhurst, Gary 
Bisson, Joanne Spencer, Marty W il­
liams, Nancy Peabody, Donald Whit- 
tum, Peter Dowling, Beverly Fay, Nick 
Pitanis, Beverly Warner, and Advisor 
Staton Curtis, Student Union Director.
World Famous Explorer 
To Speak At Open Lecture
Father Daniel Linehan,S. J., director 
of the Weston College Seismological 
Observatory and world famous explor­
er, will speak at an open lecture in St. 
Thomas More Church Hall this eve­
ning, at seven p.m. He will appear 
under the auspices of the Newman Club 
His topic will be “ Operation Deep­
freeze I .” The lecture will be illustrated 
and will feature the United States Navy 
expedition to the Antarctic.
Father Linehan has gained interna­
tional fame not only as an explorer in 
both the Arctic and Antarctic, but he 
was also called to Vatican City in 1954 
to carry on important excavations at 
the scene of the tomb of Saint Peter. 
Both the U. S. government and private 
industry have frequently made use of 
his seismological skill and equipment. 
Father Linehan is also professor of 
Geophysics at Boston College.
Dr. Libby, Chemist 
Will Lecture Here
Dr. Willard F. Libby, chemist, col­
lege professor, and member of the 
Atomic Energy Commission, wilYvisit 
the campus on April 11. His visit is 
part of the Distinguished Lecture Se­
ries. Dr. Libby has been a professor 
of chemistry at the University of Chi­
cago since 1945.
Born in Grand Valley, Colorado in 
1908, Libby earned his B.S. degree from 
the University of California in 1931. 
By 1933 he held a Ph.D. from the same 
institution. From 1933 until 1941, Dr. 
Libby was a chemistry professor at 
California. During W orld W ar II, he 
was a chemist for the Columbia Uni­
versity War Research Division. From 
1950-54 Libby served on the Atomic 
Energy Commission’s general advisory 
commission. Since 1954 he has been 
a full-fledged member of the commis­
sion.
Dr. Libby, who resides in Washing­
ton, D. C., is a member o f the Ameri­
can Philosophical Society, the Ameri­
can Academy o f Arts and Science, and 
the American Chemical Society. He is 
a frequent contributor to chemical jour­
nals.
Fire Hazards
Constant care and vigilance is needed 
to prevent fires in college dormitories, 
fraternity and sorority houses, and 
other student residences.
The chief fire hazard is smoking and 
matches, which cause one-fifth o f the 
fires in student quarters. Misuse of 
electricity, defective chimneys, defec­
tive heating apparatus, kitchen hazards, 
and open fireplaces are also major 
causes of such fires.
Such hazards should be, so far as pos­
sible, eliminated. Periodic checking of 
extinguishers and fire escapes will also 
help to minimize the possibility of fire.
Blazer Agency To 
Visit Notch Today
The Rollins Blazer Agency o f New 
York City will have representatives in 
the T V  lounge at the Notch from 10 
a.m. until 6 p.m. today to measure stu­
dents for the new Senate sponsored 
University blazers.
Prices are $30.95 for men’s and from 
$18 to $23 for women’s.
A $5 deposit is required at the time 
of measurement for the jacket, all of 
which are tailor-made. The blazer is 
then mailed to the student, COD, when 
he pays the remaining charges. If’ a 
student decides not to accept the bla­
zer, he forfeits his deposit.
Coming with either the University 
seal or a fraternity or sorority seal 
desired, the jackets are in dark blue. 
Women have a choice between this 
and a solid white.
An extra pocket patch is supplied, 
to be sewn onto the blazer if a student 
desires to remove his seal at any time.
The Agency, supplier of schools such 
as Brown, Univer'-by of Vermont Med­
ical, Smith, Duke, Vassar, and others, 
will not be on campus again until next 
fall.
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible for knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
Absences Before and After Vacation.
Students absent from class during the 
period from 12 noon on Friday, March 
29, to 12 noon on Saturday, March 30, 
or that from 8 a.m. Monday, April 8, 
to 8 a.m. Tuesday, April 9, will be 
subject to a $5 fine. See Rule 10.17 in 
the official Rules Book.
Reserve Book Room Ruling. No
reserves will hereafter be taken by tele­
phone for overnight use of reserve 
books. This ruling stems from the Li­
brary’s Suggestion Box.
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Annual Fair Brings 
Science Exhibitors
The seventh annual New Hampshire 
Science Fair will be held here April 
5 and 6.
More than 75 high school exhibitors 
are expected to bring examples of in­
dependent research in biology, chemis­
try, physics, and other special fields 
of science. Three top winners from the 
state-wide fair will go on to the New 
England Science Fair in Boston, May 
3 and 4.
The Fair’s aim, according to Chair­
man Paul E. Schaefer, Associate Dean 
of the College of Liberal Arts, is “ to 
get more high school youngsters in­
terested in science and to encourage 
them in conducting scientific research.”
The event is sponsored by the New 
Hampshire Academy of Science, Colby 
Junior College, Plymouth Teachers 
College, Rivier College, St. Anselm’s 
College, Dartmouth, and the University 
of New Hampshire. Local chairman 
for this year’s Fair is Prof. William 
H. Hartwell of the Physics Depart­
ment.
Last year’s meeting was held at 
Dartmouth and brought representatives 
from 31 schools in 21 cities and towns. 
Some of the projects are: Solar Energy 
and the Future,” “ Rocket Test Cham­
ber and Fuels,” and “ Cortisone in 
Conjunction with 2-A -A-F. ”
Norris Edson has a Rock ‘n Roll Party 
each Wednesday at 7 :00 p.m. over 650,
Research Started During War 
Now Continued By Prof. Hall
"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS 
MORE CENTS"
by
Picking Up Party Provisions 
at
SHAHEEN’S MARKET
Just Off Upper Square Dover
by David Snow
Professor Harry H. Hall, Chairman 
of the Physics Department, has a job 
other than the one most of us know him 
for. He is doing research work for the 
Navy Department, experimenting with 
devices for testing the effects of under 
water explosions. It all started a few 
years ago.
Professor Hall received his degree 
from Union College and his Ph.D. from 
Harvard, where he was an instructor for 
a short while. After leaving Harvard he 
went to work for Western Electric, in 
Kearny, New Jersey. Western Electric 
manufactures telephone equipment, par­
ticularly that used for long distance com­
munication.
Professor Hall designed the equipment 
that was used to test parts to insure that 
they were workable before they were put 
into operation. He had always intended to 
teach, and when he heard through Har­
vard that there was a job open at the 
University he came for an interview. 
In 1940 he accepted a position as an 
assistant professor.
Duty Calls
However, Professor Hall’s stay here 
was destined to be a short one, as the 
nearing war was causing a demand for 
research workers. In the spring of 1941 
he received a call from the Naval Ordi­
nance Lab in Washington, D. C., and in 
June took a leave of absence and went 
to work for the Navy Department. The 
first job that Professor Hall had was 
examining the new German acoustic 
mines, ’ in hopes of finding methods of 
bettering our own. England was feeding 
us information and captured equipment, 
and we were trying to develop a new 
mine to take the place of the obsolete
MEADER'S FLOWER SHOP
, CORSAGES OUR SPECIALTY
10 Third Street 
Tel. Dover 158
World. War One mines then in use.
Soon we were officially at war, and 
the battle of the Atlantic was on. There 
was a shortage of escort vessels and a 
need for a better depth charge. The ones 
we were then using were not very effec 
tive, as they had to be pre-set to ex- 
nlode at a certain depth. As a result of 
this our convoys were suffering terrific 
damage from the German U-Boats. 
Something had to be done in a hurry, so 
Professor Hall and an associate came up 
with an idea that revolutionized depth 
charges. The invention replaced the old 
charge- with what is called an “influence” 
type depth charge, that explodes of its 
own accord when it comes close to a 
sub. The navy immediately put them to 
work to perfect this new type of depth 
charge, which they completed in 1943.
New Assignment
With work on the depth charge com­
pleted, the Navy handed the new Lieut. 
Hall of the United States Navy another 
job. He was to build equipment for the 
testing of underwater explosives, this 
equipment to measure the pressure de­
veloped. When the war ended in 1945 
he was doing this type of work, and was 
given a mine sweeper to equip for these 
underwater tests as his last job while 
on active duty.
In 1946 Professor Hall was released to 
inactive duty, and he returned to the 
University. Before coming back to camp­
us he made arrangements between the 
University and the Navy Department to 
establish a contract that would allow him 
to continue his research in underwater 
testing. The contract work started in the 
fall of 1946, and Professor Hall has been 
doing research work ever since. This con­
tract is definitely beneficial to the Uni­
versity, as it supports two graduate 
assistantships, pays a part of Professor 
Hall’s salary, and that of another mem­
ber of the staff, and supports the work 
during the summer. The navy also pays 
for all of the equipment used, and of 





Many college graduates interested in 
work in publishing would like more in-
Boston University 
Offers Fellowships
Liberal Arts seniors may be inter­
ested in a new program, which Boston 
University is initiating next fall. The 
University will offer five fellowships 
of $1200 plus tuition to college gradu- 
, ates desiring additional training in the 
formation about the field. They want to following fields: broadcasting, motion 
know: What is publishing like? Flow do j  pictures, journalism, or public relations, 
you go about getting a job in the fields xhis plan has been established by 
of books and magazines? the Boston University School of Pub-
Each year, Radcliffe College answers i jjc Relations and Communications to 
these questions  ̂ for college graduates by provide an opportunity for students to
combine study and actual experience 
in conducting discussion sections. 
Master’s Degree Goal 
Each appointed teaching fellow will 
carry advanced courses which can _ be 
applied toward meeting the require­
ments for the Master of Science De-
enlisting a faculty of practicing publishers 
for a six week summer course.
Basic Training 
Now in its tenth year, the Radcliffe 
publishing procedures course will be held 
in Cambridge from June 19 to July 30.
The purpose is to provide a “basic train- _____
ing” _ course in the various techniques of j “ *eeL-n ̂ BroadcastingTMotion Pictures,
A  C am pus-to -C aree r Case H istory
k. v - H , ' '  w  > FFkil
After securing field data, Mac McLeran lays out plans for new and additional telephone services.
Fig u rin g  o n  t h e  fu tu re
Thurston B. McLeran, called Mac 
by his friends, is an engineer with 
Southern Bell Telephone and Tele­
graph Company at Decatur, Georgia.
Much of his work is concerned 
with the future—planning for tele­
phone service to meet predicted de­
mands a year, or five years ahead.
“ My biggest job to date,”  Mac 
says, “ has been engineering addi­
tional communications facilities for 
an airbase and adjoining aircraft 
factory in our district. This means 
making field studies of the cus­
tomer’s requirements and planning 
how new telephone facilities can best 
meet them. Then I translate this in­
formation into working plans for our 
construction and installation people. 
It’s a big job, and gives me a lot of 
responsibility. It’s challenging work, 
too, for an engineer.”
Figuring on his own future con­
cerns Mac also. He graduated from 
Georgia Tech in 1952, with a B.S. in 
Electrical Engineering. He went with 
the telephone company because of 
the advancement opportunities it of­
fered. Today, Mac is married and 
has one child. He looks forward to 
an interesting career in a growing 
business where individuals can ad­
vance as far as their abilities will 
take them.
There are many rewarding career opportunities 
in all Bell Telephone Companies, and at Bell Tele­
phone Laboratories, Western Electric and Sandia 
Corporation. Your placement officer can give you 
more information about Bell System Companies.
BELL. T E L E P H O N E  
S Y S T E M
publishing.
The course, divided equally between 
the study of books and magazines, is 
taught by publishing executives who leave 
their desks for a day to discuss with stu­
dents the problems and projects they faced 
yesterday, and will face again tomorrow.
Special Lecturers 
Among the special lecturers are Ed­
ward Weeks, editor of The Atlantic 
Monthly; Stewart Beach, executive edi­
tor, This W eek; Austin Kiplinger, execu­
tive editor, Kiplinger’s Changing Times; 
W. Bradford Wiley, president, John 
Wiley and Sons; John O’Connor, presi­
dent, Grossett and Dunlap; Evan Thomas, 
managing editor, Harper and Brothers; 
and William Sloane, director, Rutgers' 
University Press.
A special magazine workshop will be 
run by members of Life Magazine’s staff; 
George P. Hunt, assistant managing edi­
tor, and Bernard Quint, associate art 
director. Burton L. Stratton of the Har­
vard University Press will conduct a 
special section on type, printing, paper, 
binding, and other production matters. 
Forty Experts 
In all, over 40 experts active in all 
branches of publishing will lecture _ on 
such topics as editorial work, advertising, 
sales, promotion, proofreading and copy- 
editing, circulation, research, subsidiary 
rights, foreign magazines, reference and 
scholarly publishing, textbooks, paper­
backs, and business papers. Instruction is 
based on assignment, lectures, discussions, 
and field trips.
The course is open to recent college 
graduates. Enrollment is limited, and ap­
plications must be received before May 
15. Inquires should be sent to Helen D. 
Venn, Director, Publishing Procedures 
Course, Radcliffe College, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.
Journalism, or Public Relations. The 
fellow will assist in two weekly lec­
tures given by the instructor. He will 
be directly responsible for leading dis­
cussion sections. The fellow will also 
have responsibility for tests, reports, 
papers, and other administrative details.
In addition, he should regard his fel­
lowship responsibilities as a half-time 
commitment averaging about twenty 
hours a week. He should be prepared 
to take less than a full course load in 
the academic year and plan on attend­
ing Summer School or an additional 
regular semester to complete the re­
quirements for the degree sought.
Requirements Cited
Requirements include a Bachelor’s 
Degree from an accredited college, pre­
ferably with strong undergraduat cred­
it in one of the social sciences or a 
combination of the social sciences and 
the communications field. Selection will 
be made on the basis of scholarship, 
evidence of maturity and responsibility, 
a particular knowledge o f the course 
area, and ability to pursue successfully 
an intensive graduate program.
Dr. Lyle Lectures
Robert E. Lyle, Associate Professor 
of Chemistry, lectured at Brown Uni­
versity last week on “ Unusual Reac­
tions of Oximes.”
He will speak on the same subject 
at the University of Virginia on March 
26. ,On March 22, Professor Lyle will 
address a meeting at the McNeil Lab­
oratories, Inc., in Philadelphia on 
“ Preparation of Substituted Piperi­
dines.”
The lectures are based on the results 
of graduate research conducted under 
Professor Lyle’s directions.
Durham Train Stop
The Boston and Maine Railroad has 
scheduled a flag stop in Durham for 
Train No. 142 on Saturdays only. This 
train will leave Durham at 12:08 p.m. 
and arrive in Boston at 1:20 p.m. It 
will stop in Durham on Saturdays for 
Boston passengers on prior notice to 
the Station Master.
New Phys. Ed. Program 
Aids Physically-Handicapped
Marion C. Beckwith, Director of 
Physical Education for Women, has 
announced that the new modified pro­
gram for physically handicapped stu­
dents, begun a year ago, has reduced 
the number of medically excused stu­
dents from 28 to 1.
Directed by Mrs. Caroline W ooster, 
Associate Professor of Physical Edu­
cation, the modified program, ranging 
from comparatively inactive to mod­
erate vigorous pursuits, was developed 
with the cooperation of the University 
physician.
Its aim, according to Miss Beckwith, 
is to fill the need which physically 
handicapped students have for the 
psychological and sociological, as well 
as physical, advantages of physical edu­
cation. A  need which the Department 
feels is often greater in the handicapped 
than in those with no physical limita­
tions.
Polio Shots
Six hundred eighty-three students 
have signed up for polio vaccine. Due 
to a sudden shortage of vaccine these 
injections will tentatively be given 
after spring vacation on April 10, 11, 
and 12. The time will be 12:30 p.m. to 
1:10 p.m. Another notice of this will 
appear in all housing units on April 9.
The Just Jonesy Show will play your 
ten all-time favorites. Just drop a line 
to W M D R  for a show dedicated to
you!
Th e re  I s  A  P l a c e  I n  This  P i c t u r e  For  Yo u !
O PPO RTUN ITIES




This is a chance to get a head start in your professional 
career with General Chemical Division, Allied Chemical & 
Dye Corporation. Company representatives will be on the 
campus for interviews
Contact P la cem en t Office T o d a y  fo r  an Interview,
A p p o in tm e n t  a n d  D e sc r ip t iv e  L iterature
G E N E R A L  C H E M I C A L  D I V I S I O N
A L L IE D  C H E M IC A L  & DYE C O R P O R A T IO N  
40  Rector Street, New York 6 , N. Y.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, March 21 *7 p.m. Newman Club, Illustrated Lecture,
“ Operation Deepfreeze I ” , Father Daniel 
Linehan, S.J., St. Thomas More Church 
Hall.
*8 p.m. Mask and Dagger, “ Sabrina Fair,” 
New Hampshire Hall.
*8 p.m. Mask and Dagger.
*8 p.m. Mask and Dagger.
*10:30 am. Student Church, Rev. Mark B. 
Strickland, Murkland Hall.
Wednesday, March 27 7-10 p.m. Lens and Shutter, Hewitt 213.
*8 p.m. Faculty Recital, Miss Meredyth Manns, 
New Hampshire Hall.
which would like to have a notice of an open 
appear in the Campus Calendar should call 425
Friday, March 22 






between 7 and 9 on the Sunday night proceeding publication.
Air Force ROTC 
Cadets Featuring 
A Flying Program
A  new addition to the University’s 
Air Force R O TC  program was made 
earlier this month when. Cadet Colonel 
Lawrence R. Maloney became the first 
student in any New England college to 
fly in the A F R O T C  program.
The University was the first college 
to participate in this new program be­
cause of the interest shown by cadets 
here, size of the detachment, and avail­
ability of adequate flying facilities.
All flying will be done at Skyhaven 
Airport, Rochester. The students will 
get about 35 hours of flying time, in­
cluding cross-country, dual, solo, and 
navigation flights, All training will be 
governed by the Civil Air Regulations 
with CAA instructors giving flight 
training; the staff of the A F R O T C  de­
tachment will administer the additional 
35 hours o f ground school.
The ground school will cover such 
aspects of flying as navigation, theory 
of flight, flight regulations, and weath­
er. The students will have use of some 
of the latest model Piper aircraft.
This training will lead to a private 
pilot’s license while the student is still 
in college, as well as better preparing 
him for the Flight Training he will 
receive in the Air Force.
All A F R O T C  seniors who are pilot 
designees will be given this course. Stu­
dents named by Colonel James A. Star- 
buck, Professor of Air Science, as eli­
gible, for the program this year, are: 
George Call, John Colbert, Dudley Col- 
cord, Charles Dalzell, John Deware, 
Richard Downing, and Richard Fisk.
Also, Robert Gailey, Paul Goyette, 
Basil Gregorios, Walter Hall, Paul 
Hastings, Thomas Hollarn, George 
Howard, Warner Jones, Walter Ken­
nedy, Arthur Korn, Norman LeClerc, 
Lawrence Maloney, John McLaughlin, 
Philip Montagano, Richard Nadeau, 
Robert Peloquin, Donald Raiche, Gard­
ner Robinson, Clifton Rockwell, Da­
vid Sanborn, John Sasner, Philip Stack, 
John Tilley, Paul Twombly, and Ed­
win Walkey.
Marylee Reed has a show entitled 
“ As You Like I t ” each Wednesday 
night at 10:00 p.m. Believe me. . . . 
Y ou ’ll Like It.
C O L O N I A L
Portsmouth, N. H. ™  
Now  thru SAT., M A R C H  23
M AN  W H O  TURNED TO STONE
PLUS
ZO M B IE S  O F M O R A  TAU 
SUN.-SAT., M A R C H  2 4 - 3 0
Burt Lancaster, Katherine Hepburn 
in
THE RAINMAKER
More Students To 
Travel In Europe
Aparently American students don’t 
feel particularly worried about the in­
ternational situation, because they have 
been booking summer passage to Eu­
rope in increasing numbers. To make 
this mass-travel possible more ships 
have been added to the trans-Atlantic 
run. Several additional sailings will 
accommodate students and teachers, 
according to the non-profit Council on 
Student Travel. It reports that trans- 
Atlantic bookings by educational trav­
elers are up at least 15%.
This year the Council expects to 
arrange 10,000 one-way passages for 
students and teachers, an increase of 
30% over last summer, and the largest 
number of persons served by the Coun­
cil during its eleven years of operation.
“ Inquiries to the Council by students 
and teachers planning to travel inde­
pendently are running 30% ahead of 
last year,” said John E. Bowman, Ex­
ecutive Director of the Council. He 
added that the educational travel pro­
grams sponsored by the Council’s 43 
member^ agencies are experiencing a 
similar increase.
Mr. Bowman estimated that more 
than 10,000 students and teachers will 
travel abroad this summer in educa­
tional _ programs sponsored by the 
Council’s educational and religious 
agencies. These agencies conduct in­
ternational educational programs in 
Europe, America, Africa, Asia, and 
South America. The Council provides 
year-round trans-Atlantic transporta­
tion for students and teachers; Trip, 
a shipboard Travelers’ Recreation-In- 
formation Program; and tour inform­
ation on international travel.
E. M. LOEW'S















* Starred items are open to the
Mike and Dial Make Plans 
For Return Of Live Music
Swinging trends in chamber sounds 
are aired each Monday over W M D R  
when I Hear Music is presented at 
8:00 p.m. The musical group will regu­
larly feature the Mark Peters Quartet, 
composed of Pete Mortenson, pianist- 
leader; John Jacobson on bass; Peter 
Bordge, drums; and Dave Trefethen, 
guitar. Vocal stylings are by Carmen 
Aikens. This series marks the return 
of live music to Mike and Dial’s form­
at.
The series will provide an outlet for 
talented undergraduates in the popular 
and jazz field as the station is planning 
to have guest artists on the shows to 
augment the quartet and vocalist. In­
terested students should contact W M ­
DR for details. People who wish to do 
so are invited to the studios to hear and 
watch the show. Arrangements have 
been made to seat a studio audience.
UPTOWN
DOVER, NEW  HAMPSHIRE 
Thurs. March 21
BATTLE h y m n
Rock Hudson 
Fri.-Sat. March 22
ZOMBIES OF MARA TAU
M A N  W H O  TURNED TO STONE 
Sun.-Tues. March 24-26
FULL OF LIFE





JESSE JAMES VS. THE 
DALTONS
RIDE THE HIGH IRON
public.
Going, Going, Gone
Pinned: Barb Hood, Alpha Chi
Omega, to Jim Rex, Alpha Chi Rho, 
Dartmouth.
Engaged: Gail Lavender, Alpha Chi 
Omega, to Tom  Parke, U. o f Penn. 
Law School; Sandra Leighton, Kappa 
Delta, to Blaine Kimball, Dover.
Married: Mary Ann Cates, Sawyer, 
to Jim Fleming, Lambda Chi Alpha ’56.
O. T. Trip
Nineteen members of the O T  De­
partment, accompanied by their advisor, 
Ruth McDonald, traveled to W est- 
boro, Mass., last Friday. The object of 
their journey was to visit W estboro 
State Hospital where they studied case 
histories and observed patients.
Field trips are included in the O T  
curriculum to give students a chance 
to see the principles they learned in 
class being applied.








Gordon M cRae G loria Graham  
Wed.-Thurs. March 27-28
FIVE STEPS TO DANGER
Ruth Roman Sterling Hayden
GUN THE M A N  DO W N  
Fri.-Sat. March 29-30
EAST OF EDEN
. REBEL WITHOUT A  CAUSE
both with James Dean
Meredyth Manns, Soprano, 
Presents Song Recital Soon
Meredyth Manns, soprano, a member 
of the music faculty, will present a 
song recital, Wednesday evening, Mar. 
27, at 8 p.m. in New Hampshire Hall.
Miss Manns, who holds two degrees 
in voice from the University of Michi­
gan School of Music, has apeared as 
soloist with the Toledo Symphony, the 
Toledo Choral Society, and in Detroit 
churches. She teaches voice and di­
rects the W om en’s Glee Club at the 
University.
W orks by Bach, Ravel, Schumann, 
and Respighi plus a group of songs by 
American composers have been pro­
gramed for the recital. Miss Manns 
will be accompanied by Donald Steele 
of the University faculty, piano, and 
Dorothy DiCecco of the Dover school 
system, flute.
There will be no admission charge 
for the program.
Only three men, Joe Kazura, Fred 
Dauten, and Dick Gleason of the 1956 
Varsity baseball team have graduated, 
however a solid nucleus will be built 
around the remaining six starters from 
last year. Frank MsLaughlin, Gerry 
Kenneally, Luke Colbert, Hugh Mar­
shall, Charlie Blossom, and George 
Tansey.
FRANKLIN
DURHAM, NEW  HAMPSHIRE 
Week Beginning Sat. March 23 
19th ANNUAL REVIVAL WEEK 
Sat. March 23
HIGH NO O N
G ary  Cooper Grace Kelly
Sun. March 24
TENDER TRAP
Debbie Reynolds Frank Sinatra 
Mon. March 25
ON  THE WATERFRONT
Marlon Brando Eve M arie  Saint 
Tues. March 26
TROUBLE WITH HARRY
Alfred Hitchcock Film 
Edmund Gwenn John Forsythe
Wed. March 27
PICNIC
W illiam  Holden Rosalind Russell 
Thurs. March 28
THE M O O N  IS BLUE
David Niven M agg ie  M acN am ara  
Fri. March 29
BENNY GOODM AN 
STORY
Steve Allen____________Donna Reed
CLOSED UNTIL APRIL 7
\J\oh t kuM ds
W INSTON is the word - for flavor!
R.  J .  R E Y N O L D S  
T O B A C C O  C O . ,  
W I N S T O N - S A L E M ,  N .  C.
N N o lecture here — ju st a prom ise o f  the 
full, rich  tobacco flavor college sm okers 
w a n t! T ry A m erica ’s favorite  filter smoke. 
Y ou ’ll like the taste. A nd you ’ll like the
filter  — a filter that does the jo b  so well 
the flavor really com es through to you. Try 
W inston fo r  finer filter sm oking. W inston 
tastes good  — like a cigarette sh ou ld !
Switch to WINSTON Americas best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!
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Drop And Strike
Every day it 'becomes increasingly evident that the organized recre­
ational program and the facilities for recreation at the University 
are hopelessly inadequate. Inadequacy is shown in the social sphere 
by the constantly repeated dearth of “ things to do” and “ places to 
g o ”  but, more important, in the area of athletics this lack of or­
ganization is giving rise to an individualistic recreational approach.
Let us recall for a moment the days of our childhood when 
extreme pleasure was derived from the fulfillment of our need to 
drop things. W e  dropped rubber balls on pavement and stones on 
other little children. This need to drop still exists in some people 
w ho have reached the college level and, since the methods of ex­
pression that satisfied in the days of youth would seem unsophisti­
cated and undignified in manhood and, because the university pro­
vides no facilities for manly expression, the simple joy  of dropping 
beer bottles out of second and third storey windows has had to 
suffice.
A s another example of this individualistic approach, which can 
find outlet through the use of simple and readily accessible equip­
ment, let us examine the need to strike. As children we struck, 
kicked, and smashed our friends, sisters, or model trains. This 
type of action is frowned upon as a bit immature for a college stu­
dent and, between trips home, he must find some other objects on 
which to shower the blows caused by a surplus of energy arising 
from pent-up frustration. The candy dispensers and coke machines 
seem particularly well endowed to fill this function, being relatively 
defenseless and allowing for the excu se : “ my nickel’s stuck.”
If the University provided recreational facilities for students 
who wish to drop and strike they could defeat this creeping in­
dividualism before it spread any further. Punching bags should be 
hung in every dormitory where they could be attacked on the way 
to and from class. Since the sound of broken glass seems to give 
these students an honest childlike glee, we would suggest a piece of 
plate glass hanging beside the bag to be broken at will. A  proper 
receptacle could be placed at the bottom  of the stair wells to re­
ceive dropped bottles with a resounding crash.
W ith these additions to dormitory facilities the university 
would be showing its continued interest in the mental health of 
the student body, an interest which might be doubted if this situ­
ation continues unchecked. Incidentally, these measures should be 
appreciated b y : those who dislike a pile of broken glass outside 
their w indow either made or in the making, those who would like 
the use of the coke machine and candy dispenser, and the mainten­
ance staff o f the University who would appreciate localized destruc­
tion.
Exploring Durham
A n American-Australian group of explorers and researchists has 
announced it will seek the mysterious Yeti, the Abominable Snow­
man of the Himalayas, this spring. It sefcms ill conceived to expend 
time and energy to find a new kind of man when we already have 
so many around us that remain a mystery even here at the 
University.
W e have the Abom inable Snowmen of Durham, bent on spread­
ing snow in large piles over their professors and classmates. They 
turn Music Appreciation into Music Identification by the adroit use 
o f theme books and by listening to only the first statement of a 
theme and then rem oving the needle. They also raise to the level 
of the scientific the art of pre-guessing which chapters will be covered 
on a history exam and reading them to the exclusion of any others. 
Their greatest heights are reached when they memorize —  some­
times with a little help from crib notes —  whole paragraphs of schol­
arly criticism to regurgitate to an English professor. Their standards 
of success are grade point averages.
W hat makes the snowmen think as they d o ; in what inner 
recesses of their minds do they unearth their imaginative resources. 
Surely here we have a rich field for exploration and research —  
here near the bottom of the world, not at the top. W e must en­
deavor to understand them soon —  not because they will become 
extinct in the foreseeable future, but, because they are increasing 
like healthy fruit flies. W e need not strain to follow  their tracks 
either, we bump into them every day.
Requiem
C O R IC L  has come and gone again this year, though it passed
too fast for many to notice it. Actually it only took place on the
Campus Calendar for second semester under the heading, April 
27 and 28, 1957 v— and it is now over.
Those who planned it say it was to have been a worthwhile ex­
perience with two excellent speakers in attendance and students 
and faculty meeting in the pleasant atmosphere of Rolling Ridge 
to discuss, “ Freedom, Faith, and Y ou .” It sounded like it would 
have been a stimulating time, or if not stimulating —  refreshing, 
or if not refreshing —  at least different from the ordinary in col­
lege life. /
But, alas, C O R IC L  is dead; “ shot down,” to use the vernacular, 
by an overcrowded schedule. A t best that seems the polite way to 
say, killed by a lack of support on the part of the administration, 
faculty, and student body.
CURRENT C IN EM A
Saturday
High Noon with Gary Cooper, Grace 
Kelly.
The 19th Annual Revival Week at the 
Franklin is ushered in by this masterful 
western suspense drama. This show has 
become a classic and a style-setter in the 
motion picture industry and any words 
about it would be superfulous. 3.8
Sunday
Tender Trap with Debbie Reynolds, 
Frank Sinatra.
Though Debbie seems inclined to leave 
a bad taste in one’s mouth at times, this 
film is still a pleasing production as a 
whole. The color is good, the plot — 
better than many, and the music enjoy­
able; Frank sings “Tender Trap” once, 
Debbie, “once too often.” 3.4
Monday
On The Waterfront with Marlon Bran­
do, Eve Marie Saint.
The highlight of the week is, without 
question, this powerful, award-winning 
film. Those who have not seen it should 
not miss this opportunity, and those who 
have will want to again. 4.0
Tuesday
Trouble With Harry with Edmund 
Gwenn, John Forsythe.
Harry is a corpse — a well traveled 
one. Mr. Hitchcock treats Harry with 
the light-hearted deadly tone evident in 
some of his television productions. This 
approach will either please you very 
much or leave you very very cold, there­
fore, there is no rating on this show.
Wednesday _ "~
Picnic with William Holden, Kim No­
vak, Rosiland Russell.
The cast is superb and well-directed 
in this film, evidenced by the numerous 
awards it received. Of particular note 
is Miss Russell, who handles a difficult 
role with a surprising degree of skill and 
sensitivity — throwing much emotion di­
rectly at you but not enough to make you 
uncomfortable eating your popcorn. ijie 
music, unfortunately has lost some of its 
charm through over-hearing. Adult and 
a 3.8.
Thursday
The Moon Is Blue with David Niven 
Maggie MacNamara.
“Place” position for the week goes to 
this most humorous of the domestic 
variety, adult comedies. It shocked a few 
people the first time around but gave 
most quite a few good laughs and should 
appeal to a college audience. 4.0
Friday
Benny Goodman Story with Steve 
Allen, Donna Reid.
Those who like Steve Allen and his 
humor will be disappointed with the few 
times he breaks through the -labored 
script. Jazz fans will be a bit disap 
pointed with the music. Most people will 
be disappointed with Donna Reid. This 
is the weakest show of the week but it 
still offers, on the whole, a pleasant eve­
ning. 3.0
If you can escape from the academic 
grind see them all. “ Pop” has done 
again!
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Letter To The Editor 
Well Done
To the Editor:
Although the 292 pints of blood do 
nated at the recent Red Cross Blood Bank 
did not meet the emergency call from 
our Blood center, it met the requirements 
set before then, and I, as chairman, feel 
your readers may take pride in a job 
well done.
We definitely had too short a time in 
which to meet the emergency, but 292 
people will be helped by this recent con 
tributions, and Durham, in its two school 
year drawings, has donated a total of 
591 pints of blood.
I wish, at this time to thank everyone 
who responded, students and townspeople 
alike; Miss Marion Beckwith and the 
staff of New Hampshire Hall; Mr. Har­
old Leavitt of Properties and his main 
tenance department; the many volunteers 
who spent long hours helping at each 
step of the process; the Outing Club 
The New Hampshire, and Mike and Dial 
who helped with publicity; I.F.C., I.D.C 
W.I.D.C. and Pan Hellenic, who supplied 
many willing workers.
The Blood Unit and I apologize for 
any delay or confusion, but there are 
certain insurmountable problems connected 
with this project. However, if any reader 
has a suggestion which he feels would 
make the operation more efficient, I do 
wish he would contact me, and perhaps we 





After the drill period on last Monday 
the class of 1915, (Freshman), un­
molested by the sophomores, walxed to 
Dover in a body and had their picture 
taken in front of the city hall.
New Hampshire College students have 
a reputation to live up to while visiting 
Manchester next Saturday. W e have rea 
son to be proud of the way the city has 
felt toward us in former years. Do it 
again and give them nothing but the best 
that is in us.
A  book by Caspa Whitney, the author
who passed the summer at Durham Point, 
has been added to the library. It is en­
titled “Jungle Trails and Jungle People.”
Ed. note: The above selections are 




It struck me the other day that it is not accidental that an 
undergraduate at an American university either studies under or is 
taught by his professors. I have an interest in the nuances of 
American vocabulary and idiom which is not merely academic. 
If the ponderous transportation for transport and the perplexities 
of in back of for the prepositional simplicity of behind defeat one,
I can face the weight of the biblical tradition in the vivid pitcher 
for English jug and the native vigor of tub for English bath.
I think of myself as having neither studied under or as being 
taught by anyone. For three years as an undergraduate at Oxford,
I read with my tutor and was accounted not as a student (with its 
flavour of statistical dryness) but as his pupil. A  full analysis of 
the linguistic subtleties involved in distinguishing the two sets of 
terms would turn this from a casual note into a philological tract.
I would like to suggest within broad limits the chief difference be­
tween the two educational systems implied in the terminology.
That I read with my tutor indicates a parity which was not 
fiction. Officially, and as an undergraduate reading English, I 
waited on my tutor in his room s once a week at a pre-arranged 
hour. I read to him an essay of about two thousand words on a 
subject suggested by him. He listened and criticised; we discussed 
the essay and anything arising from it. This, as I say, officially. 
Unofficially he was ready with advice and help at any time during 
the week tht I could catch him in. An especially difficult essay 
might see me with him half the previous night arguing and wrangl­
ing. A  tutor is made of equal parts of patience and fortitude; he 
is above all else a mentor and a friend.
This tutor-pupil relationship is the basis of the Oxford teaching 
system. The very word system does violence to the relationship 
since apart from it there seems to the outsider nothing which can 
be formalized or even described in terms other than those one 
might find in an anarchist’s handbook. The careful absence of any 
official counseling and direction, the unlicensed liberty, is based on 
two assum ptions; that the undergraduate is adult, mature and re­
sponsible and that he is best left to flourish —  or languish —  in 
independence. Hence the tutorial hour is the only com pulsory 
teaching of the week. There is a full series of lectures in every sub­
ject but attendance is quite unregulated. A  good lecturer will pack 
a hall; a bad one will pay for his dullness with hours of resigned 
soliloquy.
For the rest, one works eighteen hours a day, eight hours a 
day, or not at all. The reckoning comes with ruthless impartiality 
in Final Honors Schools: ten three-hour papers morning and after­
noon for five days on all the work demanded by the syllabus. Six 
weeks later after the papers have been marked there is an oral 
examination before nine examiners. By this time one has forgotten 
not only what one wrote but everything that one ever knew. Honors 
Schools have a savage finality which it is hard to im agine: nothing 





It was all dressed in bloody red 
T o  blind all those who looked It’s way.
It turned, It leered, It bared It’s fanged mouth —
But said to all who stood agape —
Come, ye wretched ones.
Their trusting eyes were as if out,
Their ears must not have heard,
For as it promised wondrous things 
It lunged toward each and everyone 
And drained from them— their rich, life’s blood.
And now they stand, but do they live?
They are as ghosts from what is past.
In their faint-beating hearts
They hear the echo of what once was —
And as It pulls their puppet strings,
The coldness of the air —  removes the
Trace of useless tears
From the forlorn and withered forms.
The sun will set —  the sun will rise,
And still the bright red It will stand —
T o  watch for those who look It ’s way 
And say —  W ait, I will follow  you.
Essence
Name Withheld
Navy and white banner beside a 
Van Gogh print; gay tartan bedspread 
Holds French poodle and chartreuse elephant. 
Elaborate tools for manicure •— at least 
Ten vials of essence.
Letters that formed the Nichomachean 
\ Appear on ornate steins;
Blonde maple high-fidelity, polished and 
Uses intricate viscera on a Sinatra line.
Ah, on the desk those splendid volumes, 
Bound in the best, if opened 
M ight crackle in protest.
fine,
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Wisconsin Offers 
Fine Arts Degree
The University of Wisconsin hopes 
to inaugurate a plan in the near fu­
ture whereby students could earn a 
Master of Fine Arts degree. Under 
this arrangement, the degree would of­
fer superior students advanced training 
and opportunities for creative work in 
the fields o f the fine arts. Emphasis 
would be upon creative work, and the 
program is planned for the prospec­
tive professional artist and teacher in 
the fine arts at the college level.
Requirements for admission to M FA 
study in art and art education would 
include, in addition to those set down 
generally for Graduate School entrance, 
the provision that the applicant must 
submit a portfolio of original work, or 
slides or photographs of his original 
work, and a statement of his proposed 
program of study.
In lieu of a thesis, the candidate for 
an M FA  in art and art education 
would be required to present an ex­
hibit of his creative work and have this 
approved by his examining committee.
Extension Service Workshop 
Held On Working With Aged
Extension Service’s series of training 
workshops, “ Working With Older 
People,” now in its seventh weekr has 
an enrollment of 89 persons from 25 
different communities.
Mrs. Ruth Wilson, Extension Special­
ist in Problems of the Aging, who is co­
ordinating the meetings, states that 
among the agencies taking advantage of 
the training workshops are V A  hospitals, 
the New Hampshire Association for the 
Blind, the State Health and Public W el­
fare Departments, the New Hampshire 
Federation of Women’s Clubs, private 
nursing homes, the Family Service So­
ciety, denominational groups, and county 
government officials.
Expert Training
The U. S. Army Signal Corps can 
train you to become an “ expert” in many 
specialized and highly desirable fields of 
communication. Included are the fields 
of radio, wire, radar, television, or pho­
tograph. «-
Courses offered fall into two general 
categories: either that of repairing signal 
equipment or of operating the equipment.
On Campus withMaxShuhan
(Author of “Barefoot Boy With Cheek” etc.)
ADVICE ON ADVISORS
Recently I made an extensive tour of American cam­
puses, interviewing students and selling mechanical dogs, 
and one of the most frequent complaints I heard from 
undergraduates was, “ My faculty advisor doesn’t really 
care about me.”
Everywhere I went I heard this same cry. (Indeed, 
at one university I found 15,000 students jammed in the 
field house chanting it a cappella.) But I am bound to 
say, dear friends, that you are wrong. Your faculty 
advisor does care about you. The trouble is, he doesn’t 
know you. And no wonder! How do you expect him to 
know you when you see him once or so a semester?
G et to be friends with your faculty advisor—like, for 
example, Alpine R. Sigafoos, a sophomore in timothy and 
silage at Texas A. & M.
Alpine R. Sigafoos appeared one night in the living 
quarters of his faculty advisor (whose name, by a curious 
coincidence, was also Alpine R. Sigafoos).
“ Good evening, sir,” said Student Sigafoos. “ I am 
come so that you may get to know me better and thus 
help me solve the vexing problems that trouble me.”
M e th ose th e e  f e c t e e e z ?
“ And what are those three packages you are carry­
ing?” asked Advisor Sigafoos.
“ This,” said Student Sigafoos, holding up the first of 
the three packages, “ is a carton of Philip Morris Ciga­
rettes, which come in long size or regular, and without 
which 1 never stir. It is, sir, a smoke beyond com pare- 
full o f fresh, natural, unfiltered flavor that delights the 
taste, salves the soul, and turns the whole world into 
one long vista of peace and greenery. Try one, sir.”
“ Thank you,” said Advisor Sigafoos, lighting a Philip 
Morris Cigarette. He puffed appreciatively for an hour 
or two and then said, “ And what is in the other packages 
you are carrying?”
“ I am rather a complex fe llow ,”  said Student 
Sigafoos, “ and I don’t expect that you will get to know 
me in a hurry. So,” he said, holding up his second pack­
age, “ I have brought my bed-roll.”
“ I see,” said Advisor Sigafoos, not entirely pleased. 
“ And what is this third package?”
“ Well sir, I know that occasionally you will be busy 
with other matters and will therefore be unable to spend 
time with me. So I have brought along my gin rummy 
partner, Walter M. Handzlik.”
In  the next two years Advisor Sigafoos, living cheek- 
by-jowl with Student Sigafoos, got to know all of the 
lad’s personality traits, his hopes, his fears, his drives, 
his quirks, his aspirations. At the end of that time, 
armed with true understanding, Advisor Sigafoos con­
cluded that Student Sigafoos’s basic trouble was that he 
was not really college material.
So Advisor Sigafoos got Student Sigafoos a job with 
the North Star Hockey Puck Corporation where today he 
is head of the puck-packing department and a happy man.
Advisor Sigafoos is happy too. He has time again to 
pursue his studies of Trichobatrachus robustus, the hairy 
frog. At night he plays gin rummy with Walter M. 
Handzlik.
©Max Shulman, 1957
O ur advice to students —and to facu lty  too  and to anybody else  
w ho’s lookin g fo r  a sw eetheart o f  a sm oke —is to try neiv 
natural Philip M orris, made by the sponsors o f  this colum n.
Strangers From Other Planets 
Seen By Palomar Observatory
by Prof. X . Calibre
Venutians, Martians, and Saturnians may be here among us. 
This is the belief of many top scientists and astronomers. It is not 
to be doubted that extra-terrestrial expeditions have landed on earth 
in the past and that there shall be many more of them.
Although this sounds incredible, there are those who will swear 
to its veracity. George Adamski of Mt. Palomar Observatory in 
California has six reliable witnesses who 
say that on Nov. 20, 1952, they saw a 
large “ wingless cigar-shaped ship.” They 
had seen Adamski talking to another per­
son “ who was dressed in a single gar­
ment of brownish hue.” When they had 
joined Adamski after the visitor’s de­
parture, they all examined the two sets of 
footprints. One led back to the place 
where the saucer was hovering and dis­
appeared.
No Fear
George Adamski, in his book Inside 
the Space Ships, says that earth should 
have no fear of these “brothers from 
other worlds.” Their mission to earth 
is to change the hearts of men. They 
say that of all the planets in our solar 
system, the earth is the only belligerent 
one. This is due to the history of our 
civilization which has been one constant 
growth and destruction, growth and de­
struction.
Adamski has taken many pictures of 
the space ships. These were examined 
by Cecil B. DeMille’s top trick photog­
rapher, Pev Marley, who said that' if 
they were fakes, they were the best he 
had ever seen. Joseph Mansour, chief of 
Jeter Model Aircraft, said that in his 
opinion they were not photographs of 
models, but of large objects of thirty feet 
or so in diameter.
Saucers Described
The saucers are luminous and often 
appear as white balls ‘of fire as they fly 
thru the air at night. Close up they are 
disk shaped with three large ball landing 
gears, and in the center of the bottom 
and the top of the craft are large mag­
nifying lenses. An electromagnetic rod 
runs thru the center of the ship. This 
pole sets up an electromagnetic field which 
draws the ship toward physical matter 
or repels it from any matter.
The Martians look like us in every 
way except they are better looking and 
have no skin blemishes, so they can easily 
pass among us.- They seldom reveal their
identity, for obvious reasons. These people 
may be brought here by space ships or 
be reincarnated.
Religious People
These people are deeply religious and 
believe very strongly in the Creator or 
Supreme Intelligence. They believe that 
when the body dies, the soul, which is a 
part of the Supreme Intelligence (that 
is, God) is reincarnated in another hu­
man being and starts living all over 
again. This would explain the concept 
of everlasting life, as well as theif belief 
that they would destroy themselves be­
fore they would injure another.
Even our own Bible tells of U.F.O.’s 
(Unidentified Flying Objects). Kings 
2:11 says, “ There appeared a chariot of 
fire . . . and Elijah went up by a whirl­
wind into Heaven.” This fits with 
U.F.O.’s of modern time. They appear 
as luminous balls of fire and their elec­
tromagnetic field can beat down all the 
grass around as if a whirlwind.
Bible Quotes
Esekiel 1 : . . . “A  whirlwind came 
out of the north, a great cloud, and a 
fire infolding itself, and a brightness was 
about it.” 1 :5 : “Also out of the . . . 
they had the likeness of a man.” 1 :7 : 
“ And then the whirlwind, and this time it 
is called a cloud for it floated in the air 
and was like nothing that Ezekiel had 
seen before.” Again we have the appear­
ance of fire about it and a great bright­
ness or luminous quality. They sparkled 
like brass, and this follows the fact that 
certain fragments of U.F.O.’s have been 
analyzed as being copper and copper 
alloy.
Thus, it is not incredible to think 
that flying saucers are piloted by intelli­
gent humans from another planet and 
that they may live among us. Oh, yes! 
Elijah and others from this planet will 
be returned alive when we are ready to 
receive them without hostility, for it 
is not uncommon for them to live a 
thousand years or more.
Schedule for March 21 to 27
Special Program
Friday at 10:00 p.m. Delayed broad­
cast of Music Department concert
Commentary
Monday through Friday at 6:45 p.m. 
(also over W T S N — 1270 kc.).
Thursday. Commentary turns to you 
with Dr. Sandy Squires of Education.
Friday. Interpretation, and analysis 
of the news with Dr. David Knapp of 
Government.
Monday. “ Great Decisions —  1957” 
with the N. H. Council o f W orld A f­
fairs.
Tuesday. Analysis and interpretation 
of news with Dr. Hans Heilbronner of 
History.
Wednesday. Analysis and interpreta­
tion of news with Prof. William Yale 
of History.
Lucky Strike News
Sunday through Friday at 7:30 and 
9:30 p.m. National and Regional cov ­
erage.
Thinking Out Loud
Wednesday at 9:45 p.m. Dr. Edward 
Eddy’s viewpoints on the University 
and you. Informative and frank.
World of Sports
Tuesday and Thursday at 7:45 p.m. 
Ample coverage of the sport’s scene.
Proudly W e Hail
Sunday at 7 :00 p.m. Drama.
I Hear Music
Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. Live jazz by 




Three of every five widows of veter­
ans who died of service-connected causes 
before Jan. 1, 1957 have failed to apply 
for the new increased dependents’ com­
pensation payments, Veterans Adminis­
tration announced recently.
The Servicemen’s and Veterans’ Sur­
vivor Benefits Act which authorizes the 
new payments, became effective on that 
date.
Widows of veterans who died of ser­
vice-connected causes before Jan. 1, this 
year may elect to receive the new pay­
ments or to continue under the old death 
compensation, whichever is higher.
In most cases, V A said, the new Act 
provides for higher payments to these 
widows than were granted under previ­
ous laws.
Any of these widows who wish to re­
ceive the higher benefit must apply for 
the new compensation payments, even 
though they already are on V A  rolls.
Application cards have been sent to 
114,000 of these widows who may be eli­
gible for increased payments, V A  added.
Eligible W idows 
If a widow is eligible for an increased 
monthly payment under the new Law, 
VA said, such payment will be made re­
troactive to Jan. 1, 1957 provided she 
applies by July 1, 1957.
With certain exceptions, applications 
received after July 1 will be effective as 
of the day they are received, V A  em­
phasized.
The benefit will be paid at the monthly 
rate of $112 plus 12 per cent of the basic 
monthly pay now being received by a 
serviceman whose rank and years of ser­
vice are the same as those of the de­
ceased veteran.
Computing the benefit of the current 
military pay avoids inequities in the case 
of widows of veterans who died or were 
separated when military pay scales were 
lowep than they are at present, V A  ex­
plained.
Advised By VA
Widows who make application for the 
new benefit, but who would receive more 
under the old laws, will be advised by 
VA  against the wrong choice of payment.
However if a widow fails to apply for 
the new benefit, she will continue to re­
ceive death compensation at the same rate 
as in the past, even though she might be 
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Fraternities . . .
(continued from page 1)
Purdy, Walter Welch, Gerry Arsen- 
eault, Dick Cashion, Gale Croteau, 
Neal Fox, Bob Dusseault, Gerry St. 
Cyr. and Dave Swett.
Phi Alpha: Joe Isenstien, Charles 
Neos, Jack Sibulkin, Stan Brodsky, 
Leon Ansell.
Pi K .A .: John Berry, Donald Ole- 
niak, David Yardley, Kevin Fox, Er­
nest LeCompte, Frantz Balch, Maurice 
Geoffrion, Charles Clark, Robert Dou- 
cet, William Zeller, Don Kieffer, Rich­
ard Brooks.
Sigmas Beta: Martin Elkin, Dana 
Palmer, David Wein, Ronald Hanson, 
Linwood Purrington, Peter Bell, Gene 
Christian, Edwin Clark, Spenser Col­
burn, Ernest Clarke, Frank Croteau, 
Edward Durgin, David Hanson, James 
Hoey, Richard Langworth, William 
Neal, Robert Paquet, Frank Prevost, 
Thomas Russell, Charles Simpson, 
Donald Whittaker, and William Wildes.
Theta Chi: Bill Hey wood, A1 Fisch­
er, Einar Dohlen, Rolin Gentes, Joe 
Scungio, Charles Heelan, Peter David, 
Bob Fairchild, Doug Macey, Marty 
Decker, Sam Paul, Bob Patch, Paul 
Simmons, Kirk Hanson, Larry Kane, 
Dick Howard, Byron Shilanski, W ar­
ren Webster, John Nelson, Dick Le­
vine, Ted Sobozenski, Matt Iagatta, 
and John Dewitt.
Theta Kappa Phi: Frank Bellefeuille, 
Peter Cassidy, Pat Cullen, Larry Cyr, 
Frank Frasier, Bob Lamothe, Roger 
LeClerc, Roger Letendre, Dave Le- 
fevre, Dick Mercier, John Paquette, 
Bob Pascucci, Bruce Roberts, Danny 
Ruskiewicz, Peter Rutherford, Dick 
Sears, Joe Upton.
T .K .E .: David Hoeh, Toby Sprague, 
John Koziell, Scotty Palm, Winston 
(continued on page 8)
New Summer Job 
Directory Available
To answer the needs of students and 
educators, the Advancement and Place­
ment Institute announces publication of 
the Second 1957 Edition of the World- 
Wide Summer Placement Directory. The 
Directory, prepared as an aid to those 
who wish new ideas for ways to earn 
while they vacation, was so enthusiastical­
ly received and the demand was so great 
that a second edition in greatly expanded 
form has been prepared.
The new Directory gives descriptions 
of the type of work available with names 
and addresses of employers regularly 
needing additional summer help. Included 
are government positions, dude ranches, 
travel tour agencies abroad, work camps, 
service projects, national parks, summer 
camps and resorts, career trainee oppor­
tunities, study awards all over the world, 
and many others. Opportunities are pre­
sented from all the 48 states and more 
than 20 foreign countries.
At the request of many students, a 
special new section has been added to 
this edition for those students wishing to 
use their career opportunities. Positions 
are available in hundreds of firms in 
more than forty fields of business, in­
dustry, government, science, recreation 
and education.
The World Wide Summer Placement 
Directory is the result of five years of 
research by the staff of the Advancement 
and Placement Institute which is a pro­
fessional advisory and advancement ser­
vice in the field of education.
Additional information may be obtained 
from College Deans, Placement Officials, 
Libraries or by writing to the Institute 
at Box 99C, Greenpoint Station, Brook­
lyn 22, New York.
Carberry Shoe Store
A  good  place to buy shoes for the entire 
family for every occasion
UPPER SQ U ARE, D O V ER  
W e  G ive S&H  Stamps
TRAVEL EUROPE CAMPUS
AROUND THE WORLD BARBER SHOP
Escorted and Independent Treat Yourself
Air or Sea To The Best
Contact: Charles Bowman
228 Engelhardt OUR BUSINESS IS
TRAVEL & STUDY, IN C . TO IMPROVE YOUR APPEARANCE
681 Lexington Ave., New  York 22, N. Y.
. . . .
CO-ED
SAME DAY CLEANERS
IN BY 10:00 A.M. -  OUT BY 5:00 P.M. 
2-Day Laundry Service
M O N DA Y  THROUGH THURSDAY
L A U N D E R M A T
W ill Be Open Soon For Your Convenience 
43 M A IN  STREET D U RH AM , N. H.
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The above action occurred during 
one of last year’s games. This action 
will soon be repeated since the opening 
home contest of the varsity lacrosse 
team is only a few weeks away. Coach 
Whoops Snively has been putting his 
charges through serious drills in pre­
paration for the opener.
BUCKY’S
The Place to Enjoy 
Good Company
1 SCHOOL ST. DOVER, N. H.
Hofstra Prepares 
For Wildcat Clash
Hofstra College, a power in the New 
York area in lacrosse, is one of the 
teams on the Wildcats schedule this sea­
son. In fact, the Snivelymen play H of­
stra April 2, at Hempstead, Long Island.
Hofstra, under coach “ Howdy” Myers, 
has defeated the Wildcats the past three 
games played between the two schools. 
In 1954 Hofstra defeated UNH 14-5, in
1955 12-0, and last year 6-3. This year 
the Snivelymen will be gunning for H of- 
stra’s scalp as they begin their spring 
trip.
This year’s schedule is just as tough 
as the past year since many of the oppos­
ing teams have a great number of letter- 
men returning. Veterans returning for 
Hofstra include: Reid Wanser, goal; Co- 
Captain Marc Gazich, defense; Mike 
Russo, and George Weimer, at midfield; 
and Co-Captain Jim Condon and Paul 
Sullivan, at attack.
Three or four sophomores from the
1956 squad are counted on heavily. These 
are: Renzie Lamb, a close defense; Pete 
Coots, at midfield; and A1 Olsen, and 
Jim Pakenham, at attack.
Overall, 34 candidates turned out for 
early spring practices, and with any kind 
of interest at all Coach Myers will be 
able to turn out a steadily improving team 
as the season moves along.
Hofstra has one potential contender for 
sectional or All-America honors in co­
captain Gazich at defense. This player 







Coach Whoop Snively’s Wildcat stick­
men moved into their second week of 
practice with a continuance of extensive 
calisthenics and basic fundamentals plus 
a series of light scrimmages. Forty-three 
men have stayed with Whoops’ “Weed- 
em-out” program, thus making the 1957 
squad the largest in th history of the 
port at UNH.
Last year’s first attack has left through 
graduation, but Rollie Lajoie, Doug Mc­
Kenzie, ^nd Derek Heinz, last year’s sea­
son second attack return. Bud Boyd, a 
newcomer to varsity ranks, will be push­
ing for a starting berth and this smart 
stick-handier could bolster Snively’s at­
tack. Cliff Gillespie, another sophomore, 
has what it takes and could be a threat 
all season.
Defenseman Phil Montagano returns 
after a year’s absence. He saw a great 
deal of action for the Class C National 
champions of that year. Also returning 
after a short rest is Larry Homasi, who 
starred on Coach Pepper Martin’s yearl­
ing squad two years ago. These two men 
could give the Wildcats the punch that 
was needed last year if they progress 
at the same rate during the rest of the 
season.
George Gardner is slowly rounding into 
form'after suffering from a leg injury 
in track, and should push co-captain John 
Deware considerably before the cam­
paign starts. Sophomore Jack Kennedy 
has shown definite improvement in the 
nets, and should help the already power­
ful goalie contingent which is headed by 
ace Jack Carrick. Co-captain Paul Hast­
ings returns to his defensive position and 
is expected to carry the defense through 
the season successfully.
With 17 lettermen returning and sopho­
mores improving daily, a bright picture 
is forecast for the UNH stickmen.
Meet your friends at Notch Hall.
Basketball Awards 
Given To Hoopsters
The University of New Hampshire 
Athletic Council has approved the award­
ing of nine varsity basketball letters for 
the 1956-57 season.
Four seniors were among those win­
ning varsity awards, including Co-Cap­
tains Dave Lloyd of Hampton and Frank 
McLaughlin of Belmont, Mass. Other 
lettermen who will graduate in June in­
clude Fred Armstrong of Cape Eliza­
beth, Me., and John Sasner of Lawrence 
Mass.
Other letters went to juniors Jack Fer­
guson of Westerly, R. I . ; Dick Ericson 
of Rowayton, Conn.; and Charlie Swan­
son of Granville, Mass.; and to sopho> 
mores Bob Bettencourt of Lynn, Mass.; 
and Terry Parmenter of Manchester,
Although the Wildcats finished in the 
cellar of the Yankee Conference, under 
their new coach Bill Olson, nevertheless 
there were bright spots in the otherwise 
dismal season. One of these bright spots 
occurred late in the season when the 
Wildcats journied to Orono, Me. and de­
feated a comparatively strong Bear hoop 
team.
With player like Erickson, Swanson, 
Bettencourt, Parmenter, and Hurst, 
Davis, and Smillikis coming up from the 
freshman, Coach Olson’s team may be the 
surprise of next season in the Yankee 
Conference.
Freshman numerals in basketball were
awarded to Captain Bob Hurst o f Con­
cord; Peter Davis of Jaffrey; Peter 
Smilikis of Hudson; James Lundberg of 
Springfield, Mass.; Doug Macey of Con­
cord; and John Russell of Floral Park 
N. Y.
A  varsity managerial award went to 
Glenn Smith of Lancaster, and a similar 
freshman award to Bertrand Sprague of 
Hancock.
“ What’s it like to he 
A P H Y S I C I S T  A T  I B M ? ”
Five years ago, college senior Nick Hemmer asked himself this question. 
Today, as Administrative Assistant to the Quality Control manager, Nick 
reviews his experience at IBM  and gives some pointers that m ay be helpful 
to you in taking the first, most important step in your career as a physicist.
“ I was tremendously impressed,’ ’ says 
Nick, ‘ ‘by my first plant tour. When 
you go through the facilities—meet 
the men and get an idea of the prob­
lems they handle—you can’t help but 
become interested. Add the friendly, 
informal work atmosphere, and you 
know right off the bat these people 
have a story to tell.”
Nick came to IBM in 1951 with a 
B .S. in physics. He started as a Tech­
nical Engineer—in Test Equipment 
Engineering—working on an analog 
bombing system. When that project 
m oved from the E ndicott to the 
Poughkeepsie plant, Nick followed it, 
becoming first an Associate Engineer, 
then a Project Engineer. As the lat-
tion of alloys . . .  or of the properties 
of metals, such as the resistivity of 
germanium. Then, there are the im­
portant ‘ analysis of failure’ and 
reliability studies, in which you seek 
to determine, for example, the ‘life
Heading up Quality Engineering
ter, he worked on IBM 's first transis­
torized electronic computer—the 608.
By November, '55, Nick was head­
ing up Quality Engineering in the 
Q uality C ontrol D ivision  of the 
Poughkeepsie plant. Recently pro­
moted to Administrative Assistant to 
the Quality Control manager, Nick 
now concerns himself with the funda­
mental operations and policies of this 
450-man division. Quality Control is 
responsible for the performance of 
IB M ’s vast array of business ma­
ch ines—from simple sorters and 
punches to the ‘ ‘electronic brains.”
What an IBM  physicist does
“ The problems of Quality Control 
in this business are endless,”  Nick 
reports, “ and fascinating to the phys­
icist. There’s process control—of the 
manufacture of components such as 
transistors and cores . . .  of the con­
tents of a gas . . .  of the concentricity 
of an etch solution . . .  of the diffrac-
Probiems fascinating to the physicist
expectancy’ of a device, the mean 
time between failures, or perhaps 
which step in a process has the great­
est effect on the equipment involved. 
You may be asked to control the 
deposit of glass on X-ray tubes to 
avoid spill-over, or microscopic spot­
ting. Or you may be dealing with 
arc-suppression, or gaseous electron­
ics, the grass roots of instrumentation; 
or in the estimation of tolerances, or
tration and concentricity of colloidal 
solutions?”  “ Present a job in terms 
of actual problems,”  believes Nick, 
“ and you’ll get the man’s interest— 
for it’s his career and his future that 
have top priority.”
How  about further study?
Nick has taken full advantage of 
IBM ’s extensive educational facilities 
to get ahead at IBM. He took at least 
one course each semester on subjects 
within his immediate work area— 
courses on digital and analog com­
puters and on their components such 
as cores and transistors. He found 
time to take management courses as 
well. “ If you want opportunity for 
study,”  Nick says, “ IBM will provide 
all you want.”
Extensive educational facilities
in correlation coefficients—that is, 
in physically sound numbers.”
N ick has been instrumental in 
encouraging many college physics 
majors to come to IBM. “ I find 
they’re interested in questions like 
these,”  he says: “ How would you go 
about determining the ‘life’ of elec­
trons in transition from the valence 
to the conduction band?”  Or, in the 
manufacture of magnetic inks, “ How 
can the grain size of the iron content 
be controlled . . .  or its viscosity regu­
lated over wide temperature ranges? 
How would you control the concen-
Promotion almost inevitable
Asked about opportunities for ad­
vancement at IBM, Nick says, “ The 
situation could hardly be better in 
that respect. With sales doubling 
every five years on the average, pro­
motion is almost inevitable.”
IBM hopes that this message will help to 
give you some idea of what it’s like to be 
a physicist at IBM. There are equal op­
portunities for E.E.’s, M.E.’s, mathema­
ticians and Liberal Arts majors in IBM's 
many divisions—Research, Manufactur­
ing Engineering, Sales and Technical 
Services. Why not drop in and discuss 
IBM with your Placement Director? He 
can supply our latest brochure and tell 
you when IBM will next interview on 
your campus. Meanwhile, our Manager 
of Engineering Recruitment, Mr. R. A. 
Whitehorne, will be happy to answer your 
questions. Just write him at IBM, Room 
9301, 590 Madison Ave., N. Y . 22, N. Y.
IN TERN ATIO N AL 
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UConn Undefeated 
In Conference
Making a clean sweep of its eight con­
ference games, the University of Con­
necticut won its ninth straight Yankee 
Conference basketball championship in ten 
years.
Only once in their eight conference 
games were the UConns seriously threat­
ened, as second place Rhode Island held 
them to a 94-93 thriller in the season’s 
finale. Vermont and Massachusetts had 
promising sophomore teams, just off the 
race, while Maine and New Hampshire 
were unable to win consistently in Con­
ference play.
Nor is there any immediate prospect 
of decline in Husky fortunes, for although 
Coach Hugh Greer will lose Bob Os­
borne, Fran Quinn, and Don Burns from 
the nation’s high-scoring quintet, he has 
three starters returning and some pretty 
fair prospects up from a 9-1 Freshman 
outfit.
V ermont and Massachusetts will floor 
veteran teams, and with a year’s season­
ing their sophompres may give the 
UConns a much closer run in 1957-58.
Maine Graduates Six
Rhode Island loses its scoring twins 
Billy Von _Weyhe and Ronnie Marozzi, 
while Maine graduates six, including 
sharpshooter Keith Mahaney.
In, or close to, the cellar for ten years, 
UNH may show the most improvement 
next year, as Coach Bill Olson is looking 
forward to a bumper sophomore crop 
which defeated Dartmouth and Harvard 
and successfully negotiated scholastic 
hurdles.
For the second straight year Billy Von 
Weyhe of Rhode Island led the league in 
scoring with an average of 24.7 points 
per game in the nine games played. His 
closest opposition came from Keith Ma­
haney of Maine, who led the league back 
in 1954, before a stretch in the armed 
forces. Mahaney averaged 22.7 in eight 
games.
Other high scoring averages included 
Jack Foley, first Massachusetts player to 
tally 1,000 points in a college career, 
with 19.8; Ronnie Marozzi of Rhode Is­
land with 18.0; Billy Schmidt of Con­
necticut with 16.6; A1 Cooper of Con­
necticut with 15.5; Bob Osborne of Con­
necticut with 15.4;,and Steve Madreperla 
of Rhode Island, also with 15.4.
Final Standings
Final 1957 Yankee Conference stand­
ings :
W  L PC  
Connecticut 8 0 1.000
Rhode Island 6 3 .667
Vermont 3 2 .600
Massachusetts 4 4 .500
Maine 2 6 .250
New Hampshire 1 9 .250
The 1957 All-Yankee Conference Teams:
First Tearn
Bob Osborne 






















The Bowdoin College varsity baseball 
team will journe" from Brunswick, Maine 
during the spring vacation on a southern 
trip. Bowdoin will play five games on the 
trip starting off with Fairleigh-Dickenson 
on March 26.
Jecko Sets New Records 
As Yale Nears Championship
Tim Jecko, Yale’s sophomore swimming 
star, set his third record in less than 24 
hours as the preliminary races for the 
17th Annual Eastern Intercollegiate 
Swimming Championships at the Harvard 
pool came to a close last Saturday.
Jecko’s newest record came in the 100- 
yard butterfly trial. He sliced 2.3 seconds 
off the old record with a time of 57.4 
seconds. The old time was set by Dave 
Hawkins of Harvard in 1954.
Vale had 14 swimmers and a 400-yard 
relay team competing in the final races. 
The Yale team held five of the nine 
championships and figured to pick up five 
more in ‘the remaining events.
EUROPE
Escorted and Independent 
Famous Ships
Contact: Dave Smith
Lambda Chi A lpha
G R A M ER C Y  TO URS 
444 M adison Ave. New  York 22, N. Y.
NEW YORK STREET 
WASHETTE, INC.
•  A  quick service laundry
•  Wash-fluff dry-fold
TRY US FOR REAL ECONOMY
7 New York Street, Dover 
(turn right at 561 Central Ave.)
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Issued For A ll Teams
The U N H  Athletic Council issued this week schedules for the 
spring sports teams. There will be a total of 75 athletic events in 
five varsity three freshmen teams. Included in the list are Varsity 
lacrosse, baseball, track, tennis, and golf, and freshman baseball, 
lacrosse, and track.
Coch W hoops Snively’s varsity lacrosse team opens the spring 
activities with a journey through the Middle Atlantic states.
Varsity Baseball
April 22, at Colby; April 24, Lowell 
Tech; April 26, Rhode Island; April 27, 
Massachusetts, May 1, at Maine; May 2, 
at Bowdoin; May 4, at Springfield; May 
6, Boston University; May 10, at Massa­
chusetts; May 11, at Connecticut (2) ; 
May 14, at Northeastern; May 16, at 
Rhode Island; May 18, Amherst; May 
22, at Dartmouth; and May 24, Maine.
Varsity Lacrosse
April 20, Boston Lacrosse Club; April 
24, Tufts College; April 27, at M IT ; 
May 1, Harvard; May 3, at Union; May 
4, at R P I ; May 8, at W P I ; May 11, 
Williams; May 15, Middlebury; and May 
18, at UMass.
Varsity Track
April 20, Springfield; April 27, at 
Maine; May 4, M IT ; May 11, Rhode 
Island; May 18, Yankee Conference meet 
at Storrs, Connecticut; May 24-25, New 
Englands at Providence, Rhode Island; 
May 31, LC4-A at New York City.
Varsity Tennis
April 17, at Connecticut; April 20 
at Maine; April 26, Rhode Island; April 
29, Bates College; May 4, Maine; May 
8, Keene Teachers College; May 10-11, 
Yankee Conference Tournament at Am­
herst, Mass.; May 13, Colby; May 15, 
at Massachusetts; and May 16, at Rhode 
Island.
Varsity Golf
April 24, at Massachusetts; April 27, 
at Connecticut; May 8, Rhode Island and 
Vermont at Kingston, R. I.; May 10-11, 
Yankee Conference Tournaments at Wil- 
liamstown, Mass.; May 13, Lowell Tech; 
May 16, at M IT : May 20, Rhode Island, 
and May 22, Maine.
Freshman Lacrosse
April 27, M IT Frosh; May 1, Gover­
nor Dummer Academy; May 8, at Phil­
lips Andover; May 11, at Tufts Frosh; 
May 15, at Phillips Exeter; May 18, 
Lowell Tech Varsity.
Freshman Baseball
April 24, at Phillips Andover; April 
27, at Harvard Frosh; April 30, Har­
vard Junior Varsity; May 4, Dartmouth 
Frosh; May 11, at Phillips Exeter; May 
13, Tilton School; May 15, Phillips Exe­
ter; May 18, at Northeastern Frosh; 
and May 22, at Dartmouth Frosh.
Freshman Track
April 20, Springfield Frosh; April 27, 
at Phillips Exeter; May 4, M IT Frosh; 
May 9, Dartmouth Frosh; May 11, 
Rhode Island Frosh; and May 15, Tilton 
and New Hampton.
Hoop Letters
Nine players from Coach Bill Hall’s 
Thompson School of Agriculture basket­
ball team that finished the season with 
a record of eight wins and four losses, 
were given letters this week.
Included in the list are Paul Angwin 
of Concord, Fred Bockus of Weare, Dean 
Clark of Haverhill, Bob Clements of 
Stratham, Chester and Spencer Colburn 
of Weare, Ed Durgin of Franklin, Ed 
Somero of New Ipswich, and Dick White 
of Lebanon. Bill Hooper of New Boston 
received a managerial award.
Harvard Loses
Harvard’s luckless hockey team met 
defeat in Colorado Springs last Sat­
urday. In a double overtime Clark­
son’s Caption Eddie Rowe slapped in 
his own rebound to beat Harvard 2-1. 
This sudden death overtime gave Clark­
son the unofficial Eastern collegiate 
crown. Although Harvard lost never­
theless they tried hard, and only some 
great saves by Clarkson prevented 
Harvard from winning.
SEE YOU AT THE
LA CANTINA
Where Pizza Is King
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Wildcat Riflemen 
Cop Second Place
The University of New Hampshire 
Rifle Team copped second place in the 
National Intercollegiate Rifle Team 
Championship Sectional Tournament held 
at Boston University on Saturday, March 
16. The marksmen compiled a score of 
1407 to beat Boston University, Harvard 
University, Providence College, Worces­
ter Polytechnic Institute, Northeastern 
University, and the University of Maine. 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technol­
ogy team mustered a score of 1417 to 
take the match.
The five member of the University of 
New Hampshire’s team who comprised 
the high-scoring squad were Raymond 
Bardwell, William Brown, Gordon Ham­
mond, W. Robert Philbrook, and Mal­
colm Zwolinski. William Brown also dis­
tinguished himself by placing fourth in 
a field of 68 shooters in the Individual 
Matches.
Other members of the team making the 
trip were Emery Bassett, Herbert Clark, 
David Hoeh, Henry Northridge, and 
John Northridge.
The ten shooters were accompanied 
by SFC Joseph Rathburn, USA, assist­
ant coach of the team.
You can become a part of Mike and 
Dial Radio. Watch for our announce­
ments of auditions and registration.
Classical music is aired Sunday 
through Friday at 6:00 p.m. over 
W M D R , 650 on your dial.
Championship Nine 
Eager For Opener
Coach Hank Swasey returned from 
Japan this week to take charge of his 
New England Championship baseball 
team. Swasey takes over from Fresh­
man coach Andy Mooradian, who was 
handling the reins of the team in 
Swasey’s absence. Mooradian started 
the team on the road to good condition 
with a program bf calisthenics and 
running.
Returning from last year’s champion­
ship club, Swasey has a complete, well- 
tested infield. Big Hugh Marshall once 
again leads the candidates -at first base 
backed by outfielder-infielder George 
Tansey. Captain Gerry Kenneally once 
again is backed up at second base as 
is Frank McLaughlin at shortshop. At 
third base, last year’s holdovers Pete 
Ledger and Luke Colbert are on hand 
to fight for the position.
The battery will feel the loss of 
last year’s captain Fred Dauten but 
Bob Yetman, who saw a great deal of 
action last year, is back to fight with 
letterman Chuck Liberty, who has also 
played in the infield, for the catching 
spot. Herb Adams, last year’s number 
two hurler is back again, along with 
shortshop Frank McLaughlin, who saw 
limited action on the mound last sea­
son. Transfer student Crosby Peck also 
looks promising on the mound along 
with Ray Donnelly and Rollie Gentes 
up from the freshman squad.
Donnelly looks as if he has finally 
conquered the control trouble of last 
season and is ready for a varsity spot.
In the outfield the squad will feel 
its biggest losses from last year. Be­
sides Dauten who occassionally played 
there, Swasey will miss Ted Wright 
and Dick Gleason. However, reserve 
outfielders Charlie Blossom and George 
Tansey are once again set to bolster, 
the club.
In general, Swasey can look forward 
to another successful season as most 
o f his starters are coming back. Also 
the bench will be strengthened by a 
number of players from last season’s 
strong freshman squad.
Meet your friends at Notch Hall.
- U "  r . - ny  ■ %
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The UNH varsity baseball team has been drilling for the past two weeks 
in preparation for the rapidly aproaching season. The above diamond action 
occurred during last season’s campaign in which the Wildcats won the NCAA  
district one title and later journeyed to Omaha, Nebraska, to play in the “ Col­
lege World Series.” This year’s team is hoping to duplicate the fine record 




On or Before April 1st
ZJhe College Shopi
Brad Mclntire
P. O. BLOCK DURHAM, N. H.
X
WHAT /S A SQUAD Of SOID/ERS 
WHO DONT GET A LUCKY Bfi£AK?
Q s e e  p a r a g r a p h  b e l o w  )
BASIC TRAINING for R.O.T.C. men. 
When the talk turns to tactics, remem­
ber this: troops who don’t get a Lucky 
break soon become a Solemn ColumnI 
Why? Any private can tell you: Luckies 
outrank ’em all when it comes to taste. 
You see, a Lucky is all cigarette . . . 
nothing but fine, mild, good-tasting 
tobacco that’s TOASTED to taste even 
better. @n the double, now! Light up a 
Lucky. You’ll say it’s the best-tasting 
cigarette you ever smoked!
STUDENTS! M AKE $25
g-> j / p  Do you like to shirk work? Here’s some easy money 
—start Stickling! We’ll pay $25 for every Stickler 
^  we print—and for hundreds more that never get
used. Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. 
Both words must have the same number of syllables. (Don’t do 
drawings.) Send your Sticklers with your name, address, college 
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y .
C I G A R E T T E S
WHAT IS A HAUNTED W IG W A M ?
WHAT IS A SLOVENLY FLOWER?
WHAT IS A MAN W HO PAWNS 
THE OLD FAMILY CHAIR?
r o g e r  g r o s s . Sloppy Poppy
U. OF OREGON
BRYCE NOLEN.  
OKLAHOMA A & M
Rocker Hocker
b o b  m c  k i n n e y  Creepy Tepee
KANSAS
WHAT IS A CHINESE BOAT WITHOUT 
A BOTTOM?
GENE MYERS.  Sunk Junk
LONG BEACH STATE COLL.
Luckies Taste Better
“ IT’S TOASTED” TO TASTE BETTER . . . CLEANER. FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
©  A.  T. Co .  p r o d u c t  o f  'J r̂mAx&an, <J</&ee<>~£&nyxcvr̂  A m e r i c a ’ s  l e a d i n g  m a n u f a c t u r e r  o f  c i g a r e t t e s
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A little-known organization on campus, 
the UNH Amateur Radio Club, is grow­
ing faster this year than in any of the 
previous fifteen or twenty years of its 
existence. There has been much interest 
and enthusiasm shown this year for the 
activities in which the club participates.
The club operates its own “ham” sta­
tion, W1ASZ, which offers complete ra­
dio program service to any other sta­
tion in the United States and in several 
foreign countries. This service is pro­
vided free by the club and allows students 
to send messages which will be relayed 
by the receiving station to whom they 
are intended. The club members use much 
of their own equipment at the present 
time, but are building some equipment 
for the club as one of their projects. 
Much of the material and some financial 
aid is given to the club by the Electrical 
Engineering Department.
Location In Kingsbury
The club is now located in room 231, 
Kingsbury Hall, but hopes to be able_ to 
move to the new Student Union Building 
when it is completed. Meetings are held 
at .seven o’clock every Thursday evening 
in the club’s headquarters and anyone in­
terested is invited to attend. One need 
not be a “harti” to attend, or to join the 
club. One of the club’s aims is to help 
students to obtain their license and to 
foster an interest in radio.
There are eight active members in 
W 1ASZ, which is under the guidance of 
Flitcher Blanchard of the Electrical En­
gineering Dept., and who is acting as 
faculty advisor. The officers of the club 
are Bill Dickenson, President; Douglas 
Williams,, Vice President; Bob Hill, 
Secretary; and Hart Schoonmaker, 
Treasurer.
New Hampshire Contest
This past week-end the club partici­
pated in the New Hampshire Q.S.O. 
(Communications) Contest. The contest 
was open to all “ham” stations, but was 
especially planned for those in New 
Hampshire. The object of the contest 
was to see who could make the most 
radio contacts in' a twenty-four hour 
period.
The UNH group chalked up a total 
of 269 contacts between 6 p.m. Saturday 
and 6 p.m. Sunday. The club thinks that 
this total will probably exceed any other 
in the state. The final results will be 
known in about a month. Bob Hill was 
the operator during the entire stretch. 
A  similar affair is expected to take place 
in the middle of April.
Drama’s on. your dial when W M D R  
presents Proudly We Hail each Sun­
day at 7 p.m.
You too can become a part of Mike 
and Dial Radio. Auditions to be held 
March 26 and 27.
Bill Dickenson, president, stands, and Bob Hill, secretary, sits at the 
instrument panel in the station of U NH ’s Amateur Radio Club. The organiza­
tion operates the one “Ham” station, W1ASZ, which offers complete radio 
program service to any other station in the United States and in several 
foreign countries. This service allows students to send messages which will be 
relayed by the receiving station to whom they are intended. The club, currently 




A meeting of the Student Senate was 
held at Conant Hall and presided over 
by Nick Pitanis last Monday. Four pro­
posed amendments were disposed of.
The first amendment enabled the 
president of the Student Senate to be 
elected by the members of the incum­
bent Senate one week prior to the elec­
tion of the new Senate. It was passed 
unanimously.
Also passed unanimously was an 
amendment which provided that vacan­
cies occurring in the Senate during 
the four weeks previous to the April 
elections shall not be filled.
An amendmtnt that would necessitate 
the election of the president of the 
Student Senate and of Student Govern­
ment at the second meeting of the Stu­
dent Senate in February failed to get 
the necessary thirty-three votes to pass. 
Nominations would have been made at 
the first senate meeting in February. 
The vote on this measure was 27 in 
favor, 10 opposed, 2 abstaining.
Also failing to pass was an amend­
ment which would have compelled the 
president of Senate to reside at 129 
Hetzel Hall. The student body, through 
the Activity Tax, would have paid half 
o f the room rent, or $125. If a woman 
were elected president, similar arrange­
ments would have been made at either 
Sawyer or Scott Hall.
Committee appointments were made 
as follows: Senate Conclave Commit­
tee, Thomas Watman, chairman, San­
dra Sturdivant, William Quimby, Da-
IT’S FOR REAL! by Chester Field:
V ICE  V ER SA
Out after a deer?
Of course you know 
You must get a license 
Before you go!
Oh! After a dear.
Then it’s reversed. 
Never mind the license— 
Catch the dear first!
MORAL: Big game hunters, attention— 
take your pleasure BIG! Smoke a 
regal Chesterfield King and get more 
of what you're smoking for. Majestic 
length—plus the smoothest natural 
tobacco filter. Chesterfield—the 
smoothest tasting smoke today 
because it’s packed more smoothly 
by ACCU*RAY!
Like your pleasure BIG?
C hesterfield King has Everything!
: *$50 goes to Jerry A. Bys, Coe College, for his 
Chester Field poem.
$50 for every philosophical verse accepted for publica­
tion. Chesterfield, P.O. Box 21, New York 46, N. Y.
©  LUnrei.'* & M yers Tobacco Co.
Fraternities . . .
(continued from page 5) 
Warren, Bob Hirt, Bill Smith, Russ 
Ross, Charles French, and Doug Watts.
S.A.E.: Skip Clark, Skip Barnett, Joe 
McGonagle, John Zotti, Dick Trom ­
bley, Bob Brown, Jim Brown, Herb 
Brown, Nick Calitri, Jim Kyle, Rick 
Daly, Don Baldani, Roy Shannon, Lou 
Tillson, and Ed Doherty.
Lambda Chi: Jim Ballou, Joe Shill- 
ady, Pete Robinson, Bill Coppins, Rudy 
Matalucci, Butch Roy, John Damon, 
Bob Hurst, Pete Smilikis, John Has- 
lam, John Hawes, and Ernie Blastos.
W ould you like to hear your ten 
favorite songs? Then drop a postcard 
to the Just Jonesy Show at W M D R  
and set your dial at 650 every Tuesday 
night at 9 p.m.
vid Hoeh, Janet Lymen, Roger Smith, 
and Betty Lou Linegar. Deans Mc- 
Koane and Gardiner were named as 
advisors. Pat Herman was apopinted 
chairman of the Class Attendance 
Committee. William Owen was named 
to the Men’s Judiciary Board and 
Richard Fisher to the Motor Vehicles 
Appeals Board.
Field House Weight Lifting Club 
Is Headed By Instructor Arlinsky
by David Snow
Last week this reporter went down 
to room number ten in the Field House 
for a visit with Marty Arlinsky and his 
weight lifting club. I suppose I went 
with the attitude most of us have to­
wards weight lifters; that they’re sort 
of a weird lot. I soon changed my 
mind. The club members are a sincere 
group, just as enthusiastic about their 
sport as any ball player is about his.
As Marty said, “ I don’t know where 
the rumor started that weight lifters 
are odd, but it’s not true. The people 
down here have good reasons for being 
here. Some of the boys come just to 
lose weight, maybe trim the waist line 
a little, while others come to gain 
weight. W e can just about take it off 
or put it on where you want it, too. 
Some of the men are working out for 
proficiency in another sport, and some 
have no specific obect in mind other 
than general physical conditioning. 
Then there are a few who have been 
hurt in some way, and are trying to re­
gain strength.”
Separate Programs
For whatever reasons people decide 
to try weight training, Marty maps out 
a separate program for them, to fit 
their special needs% This is no hap­
hazard operation.
“ I call it ‘progressive resistance’ in­
stead of weight lifting,” says Marty, 
“ not to cover up the title, but because 
that is the term that best describes 
the method used. Progressive resis- 
ance is the gradual increasing of light 
resistance over a period of time to 
produce hypertrophy of the muscles. 
That’s the program for people who 
want to gain weight. T o lose weight
you use less resistance and more repe­
titions.”
I found out you don’t throw some 
weight on a bar and start lifting. One 
of the first things that greets your eye 
as you walk into the exercise room is 
a sign that says “ train, don’t strain.” 
Marty figures out how much weight 
you should start with, usually based 
on your own weight, and then assigns 
the amount and type of repetitions of 
an exercise to do, determined by your 
reason for training. He m&kes out 
these schedules for three weeks at a 
time and suggests you stick to them 
for best results.
Marty is completely qualified to act 
as an instructor of weight lifting and 
has the backing of Professor Lund- 
holm, the head of the Physical Educa­
tion Department. Marty has been lift­
ing off and on for the past eight years. 
He started lifting as a Y M C A  member 
in LowelJ, Mass., his h'ome town, be­
came interested in helping others, and 
started to instruct. While in the army 
he was a wrestling coach and a Phys 
Ed instructor.
Nutrition Stressed
“ Along with proper training I try 
to stress nutrition too,” Marty says. 
“ Progressive resistance takes a lot out 
of you that has to be put back, so I 
try to get the boys to be food con­
scious.”
Right now there are about forty 
members of the club, and Marty is 
looking for more. Freshmen may join 
the club and work out in place of their 
regular Phys. Ed. class, and get a half 
credit. The club is not restricted to 
Freshmen, however, and everyone is 
welcome to join.
Summer Camp Jobs
Students wanting summer camp jobs 
should act quickly. Choice opportunities 
are going rapidly, but the Camp Unit 
at 119 Fifth Avenue, ftew York City 
still has a good selection of openings.
Experience is not necessarily a require­
ment. Employers are seeking students 
with as little as one year of college. 
They are particularly interested in stu­
dents majoring in education, social and 
group work, and psychology.
Salaries range from $160 to $400 for 
the season depending on previous train­
ing and experience.
Great Buys At Great Bay
E^ght of the nine cars listed in our last ad have been sold. 
Here are a few more that won't last long.
A  nice clean 55 Chevrolet Bel A ir Four 
Door Sedan. Dark G ray with an Ivory 
Top. Six Cylinder Standard Transmission.
1953 Chevrolet Four Door sedan. The very 
popular 210 model with Radio, Heater, 
Powerglide and the original seat covers.
1952 Ford V8 Four Door customline with 
Radio Heater and Overdrive.
1953 Buick V8 Super with dynaflow and 
power steering. A  nice clean four door 
sedan. Radio. Heater and many other 
extras.
1950 Chevrolet Bel Air. A  nice clean 
hardtop with Radio and heater.
1949 Chevrolet Fleetline Two door with 
Radio and Heater.
BE sure and get our deal on the Sweet, Smooth and Sassy 1957 Chevrolet.
Come in and look around or call OLdfield 9-3215 and we will bring 
over a new or used car for a demonstration.
GREAT BAY MOTOR CO., Newmarket, N. H.
C r a m m i n g  
fo r  E x a m s ?
Fight “ Book Fatigue” Safely
Your doctor will tell you— a 
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an 
average cup of hot, black cof­
fee. Take a NoDoz Awakener 
when you cram for that exam 
. . . o r  when mid-afternoon 
brings on those “3 o’clock cob­
webs.” You’ll find NoDoz gives 
you a lift without a letdown...  
helps you snap back to normal 
and fight fatigue safely!
n r ,  large economy size H O r  
15 t o b le t i -J J J l (for Greek Row ond Q *
Dorms) 60 tablets-
iNOQOZA W H K C N C R S ®
S A F E  A S  C O F F E E
r
W h at a m an  u ses o n  h is  fa ce  
is im p o r ta n t
C H O O S E  QUALITY  
S H A V E  WITH
Rich, c re a m y  q u a lity  fo r  
shaving c o m fo rt an d  skin 
health. N e w  formula O ld  
Spice Shaving Cream s in 
g iant tubes:
Brushless .60 Lather .65 
O ld  Spice aerosol 
Smooth Shave 1.00
S  H U L T  O N
NEW YORK • TO SO NTO
